
Skills in  
Outdoor Learning 

Year 2 

D and T 
Joining 

Choose own joining medium. Make simple levers. 
Investigate joining, temporary, fixed and moving  

Tools 
Use scissors safely,straight lines and curves, hacksaws, 

templates, pencils and rulers, mark out materials to be cut 
Reclaimed Materials 

Cut independently or ask when Stanley knife is needed. 
Select material on basis of physical property. Make 

decisions on how to join. Make a simple winding 
mechanism. 

Construction Apparatus 
Make an environment and provide parameters for design 

Wood 
Sawing, measuring to saw 

(Can you design a contraption to get something over a 
wall?) 

Maths 
Language of size, measurement, shape, 

fractions, directions, ordinal numbers, weight, 
length, time 

Construction challenges with given number of 
blocks, make arrays with objects, make a 

rollercoaster with different combinations of 
carriages/passengers, folding tarpaulins, 

furthest distance you can transport… heaviest 
weight you can lift.....(pulley) 

Geography 
Direction/location/scale 

Follow and give directions- 4 compass points. Make a plan view of objects 
(obstacle course) 

Using maps/photographs 
Use a plan view (orienteering)Follow a route on a map (to Quadrant) 

Making Maps 
Draw map of real or imaginary place, try to make a simple scale drawing, 

understand the need for a key (Quadrant) 
Make a map of a short route experience with features in correct order (journey 

stick) 
Field Work 

Use fieldwork and observational skills to study school and its grounds and key 
human and physical features (Quadrant, Tree identification) 

Use aerial photo to recognise landmarks and basic human features (orienteering) 
Knowledge/Understanding of environmental/sustainability issues 

Become aware of recycling/conservation/sustainability in school. Growing (class 
gardens) 

Knowledge/Understanding of Patterns and Processes 
Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns. Begin to observe impact of weather 

on growing. Recognise effects of weather changes on 
people/animals/environment (class gardens) 

 
 

Art 
Painting 

Mix secondary colours 
and shades and tones. 
Mix colours to match 

artefacts. Mic a variety if 
things into paint to 

create texture. (Can you 
paint the paper to 

camoflague this leaf?) 
Textiles 

Manipulating threads. 
Uses plaiting, explore 

French knitting. Begin to 
weave to produce own 
fabrics.(collaborative 

sculpture, bird hide for 
Forest School – D and T 

link) 

Science- Working 
Scientifically 

Planning, communication and sources 
Describe observations using scientific 

language (eg rough, transparent). 
Suggest how to find things out. Identify 

key features. Begin to know about 
hazards and risks 

Enquiry, Testing obtaining and 
presenting evidence 

Use simple equipment to aid 
observations. Compare objects, living 
things or events. Begin to recognise a 
fair test. Use first hand experiences to 
answer questions. Choose which of the 

4 ways of collecting evidence is relevant. 
Observing and Recording 

Respond to questions asked by teacher. 
Ask questions. Collect and record data. 

Measure using non standard and 
standard measures, demonstrate how 
to measure volume and time. Begin to 
suggest how they could collect data to 
answer questions. Select equipment 

from a limited range 
Considering Evidence and Evaluating 

Say what has happened and make 
comparisons. Say what their 

observation showed and whether it was 
expected. Begin to offer explanations 

for what they found and draw 
conclusions. Suggest improvements. 
Make own bucket to transport 1 litre 
water across a given distance. (maths 

link measures) 
Sort materials for recycling(geography 

link) 
 


